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New York Times best seller, Heart and Brain: An Awkward Yeti Collection illustrates the relationship

between the sensible Brain and its emotionally driven counterpart, the Heart.Boasting more than

two million pageviews per month, TheAwkwardYeti.com has become a webcomic staple since its

creation in 2012. In addition to tons of fan favorites, Heart and Brain contains more than 75 brand

new comics that have never been seen online. From paying taxes and getting up for work to

dancing with kittens and starting a band, readers everywhere will relate to the ongoing struggle

between Heart and Brain. Â 
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I hate to admit it, but I had NEVER heard of this strip until I went to SDCC this summer. (Which is

weird, since about 90% of what I read is comic strips, and have THOUSANDS of books dedicated to

the art form.)I went by the Go Comics booth, and soon as I saw the flyer (see below) I KNEW this

was going to be something I HAD TO HAVE. Both sides are SO dead on as to how my brain and

heart work, I was amazed.I was also lucky enough to get a drawing from Nick, summing up how I

feel about Comic Con! (see below) (Hall B has the Go Comics and Comic Society booth, as well as

other faves, Sheldon by Dave Kellett, Lonnie Milsap, and Keith Knight, my faves).FINALLY, the

book came out and it did NOT disappoint! The comics are funny and dead on to the struggle

between what you WANNA do, and what you GOTTA do. The art is a delight and the colors

REALLY pop. The book is also very well printed.Can't WAIT for another book!



I quote so many lines from this comic that it's like one of Nick's diminutive organs are playing in my

mind ... and rolling off my tongue! Nick Seluk will dazzle you with his brain and his heart and his

sole! I've been a AWYE (Aw YEAH!) fan for years and really even before anyone else. So it's cool to

see him start to make something with his life. Congrats, Nick, I like your stile.

True story... I pre-ordered THREE copies of this book six months before it came out. And then the

day it was released, I ran to the bookstore anyway to buy a copy because I didn't want to wait for

my  order to arrive (the books actually arrived unexpectedly that same night, but as Awkward Yeti

readers know, the heart wants what the heart wants).Why should YOU buy this book? Ask yourself:

Are you a fan of utter nonsense? Have you ever felt like your brain and heart were at odds? Do you

wonder what that last question would look like personified in cartoon form? What are your thoughts

on pizza? Oops, sorry, I got off topic on that last one. Where was I? Oh, yeah...Nick Seluk is one of

my favorite cartoonists. Okay, that's a lie. He's actually my favorite cartoonist at the moment (along

with Doug Savage of Savage Chickens). I grew up with The Far Side as my all-time-favorite gold

standard comic (and was heartbroken when Gary Larson stopped publishing). Likewise, Bill

Watterson's Calvin and Hobbes was clever and funny and charming, but that too ended. The

Awkward Yeti, and Heart and Brain, bring back memories of these cartoons and also bring a big

smile to my face.The strips combine the perfect balance of goofy drawings, endearing silliness,

clever dialogue, balloon-toting butterflies, business tie-wearing brains, and an abundance of

exuberant hopefulness.I'm giving away a few copies as gifts, but I will definitely keep my own copy

within easy reach on the bookshelf (with room for future Awkward Yeti books to come).Indeed.

Prim our amazing Clumber Spaniel cannot put it down! Well technically I guess she cannot put the

Brain down... but you get the idea! Awesome book! Why are you even reading this review!! You

should be reading Heart and Brain! It fulfills both your Heart and Brain!!! Both will laugh and laugh

and laugh!

Anyone who has ever struggled with what your logical brain says you should do, versus what your

fleeting heart wants to do, will love this book. In a humorous, sweet, and often heartwarming way,

the two characters seem to be able to capture what goes on inside us all at one time or another. I

had a lot of laughs and a few warm fuzzies while reading these comics. Worth the money since it

will be fun to pick up and read it again whenever I need a lift.



Now I understand the constant battle going on inside my body.

A great read. It's well written and I plowed through it in one sitting. I could not put it down. I laughed,

I cried, I smiled, and I pondered throughout the entire book. You know you just finished reading

something great when you get towards the end and you start to panic because you don't want it to

end. I thought all the characters were well flushed out and added something interesting to the story.

I don't know how I can write a review without giving away the plot, so all I can say you need to read

this. You won't regret it.

I have loved awkward yeti comics since Nick reached out to the less popular thyroid disorder group

and made a comic about an over active thyroid. Being a fan of only a few comics (Calvin and

Hobbes & The Far Side) I was happy to find out that I really enjoyed the awkward yeti comics,

wanting to share them on Facebook far more than people might actually appreciate them. I was

thrilled to receive the book today and encourage anyone who hasn't read these yet to give them a

try.
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